
From Live Version (ED1)

Clicked First:

Clicked on place order
button multiple times

and saw circle loading
animation interaction.

Nothing happens after.
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Clicked Second:

Wanted to check
shopping cart and
redo the checkout

experience

Clicked first

Clicked second

Maybe it's our network at
work but this loading

experience took a while.
At least 10 seconds.

Could we include some
personalization for the
user while they wait?
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Clicked first

Clicked second

18

Getting similar
experience where

loading interaction is
shown but nothing

happens after. Button
turns gray loading and
then turns back blue

solid place order.

Saw an older customer
video where current was
on top and new was on

bottom. Customer stated
that this may look

confusing since it looks
like your adding both
elements together.

Adding New Product G2M

From Live Version (ED1) Adding More Organizer Seats G2M - 5 Organizers

Clicked first

Clicked second

Feels like information
overload to the user.
Can we simplify this
section? Do we have

to show order
summary now?

From Live Version (ED1) Subscribing Now / Upgrade G2W

We should explore this
section more and

implement a similar
feature tier style like
marketing site. Users

have a better
understanding with

question marks / tool tip
display on hover for each

feature.

Orders between
$1,000 - $2,000 on
ED1/RC/Stage will
fail and cause this

experience

For the real live
version customers
would not see this.
Customers will land

on confirmation page
with order purchased.

Orders between
$1,000 - $2,000 on
ED1/RC/Stage will
fail and cause this

experience

For the real live
version customers
would not see this.
Customers will land

on confirmation page
with order purchased.

After talking with Dillion,
per use case / there is

no custom error
validation control /

errors that are
encountered get

redirected to /error path

https://billinged.serversdev.getgo.com/error

After talking with Dillion,
per use case / there is

no custom error
validation control /

errors that are
encountered get

redirected to /error path

https://billinged.serversdev.getgo.com/error
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From Live Version (ED1) Adding More Organizer Seats G2M - 20 Organizers
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Clicked first

Clicked second
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Maybe it's our network at
work but this loading

experience took a while.
At least 10 seconds.

Could we include some
personalization for the
user while they wait?

NextGen Add Subscription / Change Seats / Upgrade from Trial

Cancel
Subscription

Cancel
Subscription

Maybe it's our network at
work but this loading

experience took a while.
At least 10 seconds.

Could we include some
personalization for the
user while they wait?

Cancel
Subscription

multiple users
clicked here if

they needed to
change the

quantity.
UserTesting

learnings

- Users liked cancel subscription text better than auto
renew text

- Almost every user clicked on edit subscription text to
cancel subscription in subscription page

- Users preferred the multi-step over the less step
version

- Almost every user clicked on Quantity on the top
section in the checkout page to change seats/instead
of clicking on edit order button at the bottom (which

takes user to separate page)

 - Users didn’t know where seats were in first
prototype. It said No. of Organizers (which was

confusing)

Users preferred add a subscription vs add a product.

UserTesting Learnings from Variations

button
should say

buy?

we initially did a 2-step
approach like

Commerce team but we
were told CyberSource
had a major update and
now we can go back to

the 1-step buyflow.

We could
redirect the user

right into
product after

the user clicks
buy

Can users
edit

quantity
here?

We can take
user directly
into product

Feels like information
overload to the user.
Can we simplify this
section? Do we have

to show order
summary now?

Feels like information
overload to the user.
Can we simplify this
section? Do we have

to show order
summary now?

We can take
user directly
into product

Feels like information
overload to the user.
Can we simplify this
section? Do we have

to show order
summary now?

multiple users
clicked here if

they needed to
change the

quantity.
UserTesting

learnings

Can users
edit

quantity
here?

multiple users
clicked here if

they needed to
change the

quantity.
UserTesting

learnings

Can users
edit

quantity
here?

multiple users
clicked here if

they needed to
change the

quantity.
UserTesting

learnings

Can users
edit

quantity
here?

Explaining to
users whats
an organizer

vs an
attendee

question in
UserTesting asked

to change seats
and some users
had challenges

Explaining to
users whats
an organizer

vs an
attendee

question in
UserTesting asked

to change seats
and some users
had challenges

example from
the new

conversion
form

Used Chris S ui
styles for

header, footer,
buttons, and

color.




